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Welcome back. I hope you enjoyed the break and found some time for more photography between mince pies. The 

seasonal points competition remains tightly contested and there are a number of themed ‘one-off’ competitions to come.    

BCC Diary for January 2015 

 January 13th 2015             Competition:  Architects’ Association Trophy                                                                                

Architecture in the Urban Environment – judged by Trevor McHugh.                                                               

This is a PDI competition for a maximum of 3 entries per member. 

 January 20th                       BCC Audio-Visual Competition    - to be judged by members.                                    

Entries to be received by 13 January.  

 January 24th (Saturday)     Cambridge Camera Club Inter-club Digital Competition                                             

-- judged by Richard Walton. Venue: Whittlesford Memorial Hall, Cambridge CB2 4NE, 1.30 pm. 

 January 27th                       Members’ Evening – details to be announced.    

 February 3rd                       Seasonal Points Competition: Open - judged by Jane Goodall.                             

Entries to be received by 27 January.  

 

 Seasonal Points Competition: Open – 9th December, judged by Hazel Manning.                                                      

The competition attracted a good entry of 38 prints and 68 PDIs. Hazel provided an interesting and distinctive 

critique of the many entries, informed partly by her own interests in the more artistic and unusual – not, perhaps, a 

good evening for wildlife enthusiasts! Congratulations to those who ‘got it right’, particularly Elizabeth Jamieson 

(prints) and Bruce Deacon (PDIs). 

                                                                  Prints:       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                             PDIs: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

First: Elizabeth Jamieson             =Second: Clive Williams                       =Second: Cliff Harvey    

A Glass of Brandy in the Shade         Alhambra Sunset                                    Butterfly 

 

 

Third: Terry Sykes 

Soho Waiting 

 

First: Bruce Deacon 

Lunging for the Line 

 

 

 

Second: Carl Wrightson    

Wedding Day Contemplation 

http://www.bedfordcameraclub.co.uk/


 Presentation: Wildlife and Landscape Photography by Chris Ward – 16th December 

Chris Ward started his talk with a list of the equipment a well-equipped photographer would have - 

nail scissors, knee pads, ground sheet and water spray bottle and maybe even a pair of step ladders! 

All of which he had used or seen used. 

He illustrated his tips for improving wildlife and landscape photographs by showing good and not so 

good shots. 

His main tips for wild life and macro photography were: 

Background: Try and get a clear uncluttered background. 

Composition: Animals and birds need room to move or fly - preferably into the picture. Head and 

eye are all important and must be in focus and get a catch light if you can. 

Get down to the level of the animal or item you are photographing. Know your plant or animal 

behaviour and habitat and plan accordingly. For instance butterflies move more slowly when the 

temperature is between 16-20°C.  

Landscape: 

Composition: foreground information gives the picture a more 3D feel. Use rule of 3rds for 

composition and lead lines and diagonals to lead the eye into the picture. Maximise the depth of 

field.  

Other tips which can be applied to all situations: 

Light: Make sure it's not too harsh and bright or too dark.  Best time is early morning or evening. 

Watch the weather forecast and use to your advantage.  

ETTR: Expose to the right ie over expose rather than under expose as you get better results by 

darkening rather than lightening (Bob Brind Surch also recommended this - the camera has extra 

data that can be utilised to the right) 

Rule of 3rds for Focusing: 1/3 in front of the focusing point and 2/3 behind will be in focus. So 

focusing 1/3 into the picture means you get more of the image in sharp focus. 

Chris also suggested that Bempton Cliffs in east Yorkshire was good for Puffins and Guillemots and 

that Stockgrove country park is a good spot to try some bird photography.                                                            

                                                                                                                                          Lynn Short 

 Points of View Competition: Woburn – 23 December judged by Colin Mill  

The 14 entrants each submitted images to Diana’s six themes; ‘1_Seen better days’, ‘2_Abstract’, 

‘3_Flora/Fauna’. ‘4_Mono plus ‘popped’ colour’, ‘5_Mechanisation’ and ‘6_Country life’ – some 

more plausibly realised than others. Colin provided some very instructive insights into both 

photography and interpretation. The images below all scored 20 points. Congratulations go to Sue 

Vaines who won the PoV trophy by a clear margin and is well-represented in these images.  

                                 Theme 1                                         Theme 2                             Theme 3 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               Theme 3 (continued)                       Theme 4                               Theme 5               Theme 6 

     

  Carl Wrightson                Clive Williams           Sue Vaines      Cliff Harvey       Sue Vaines                   

No More Sitting on      Seen Better Days      Leaves in a Spin   Sending a          Black Beauty             

the Fence                                                                                           Message 

 

 

  

 

 

 
Carl Wrightson                   Jonathan Vaines           Sue Vaines          Carl Wrightson     Sue Vaines          
Stag Do Morning                 Open All Hours       The Chinese Dairy     Ghosts in the      After the Rut  
After                                                                                                            Machine                      

 

              


